Hyundai sonata cargurus

For drivers with fine taste and a dainty budget, the Sonata has long been the choice for
affordable luxury. And keep your eyes peeled for the much-acclaimed Hybrid Sonata, expected
in late Standard features across the board include iPod, satellite radio, and Bluetooth
connectivity with steering-wheel-mounted audio controls, Volvo-borrowed climate control,
remote keyless entry, and even heated power mirrors. Beyond intuitive, the spacious Sonata
has just the right spots to put those things otherwise kicked around on the floorboard and
invites you to simply sit back and enjoy the ride. The engine is a totally new and surprisingly
efficient 2. Despite those numbers, this Sonata is one peppy four-banger straight off the line,
streaking down the quarter mile in just Of course, what would be a sport edition without sporty
style perks - the SE boasts a touch of chrome on the outside and a bit of leather for your
steering wheel and tranny knob on the inside. Last but certainly most, the Limited goes the
distance with trimmings like a full leather interior, heated front seats, HD stereo with 6-CD
changer, power sunroof, mirror-mounted turn signals and inch alloy rims. Although none of the
trims offer a V6 option, the SE and Limited can be upgraded to a hp turbocharged 2. The GLS
comes manual with the automatic as an option. Other Sonata drivers call it a real head-turner,
but not so great as a wheel-turner - handling is the biggest complaint due to over-steering.
Some drivers feel the transmission is periodically sluggish and sometimes defective, but that
seems to come from the early release Sonata, manufactured before July 2, Since its inception in
, the Sonata has consistently raised the bar on how much four-banger you should get for your
buck. Its historically jaw-dropping style and creature comforts more than make up for what it
may lack in the opinion of Mario Andretti or Dale Earnhardt, having won design awards in both
Australia and Japan. This is a model tailor-made for the tortoise -- comfortable, beautiful,
intelligent, and built to go the distance at a pace that allows its perks to be fully appreciated.
The Sonata was born in exclusively for the South Korean market. With a body based on the
Hyundai Stellar and an engine by Mitsubishi, it was little more than Hyundai's first step toward
engineering its own technology. The U. Before the facelift, the GL had a 2. The release saw a
significantly improved style strikingly similar to the Mazda of the time, with a 2. Hyundai
stopped production at its Quebec plant in late , leaving Sonata production entirely up to South
Korea until Sales were too low in North America to warrant keeping it open with poor quality
plaguing their reputation. Although the Quebec plant had the capacity to produce , Sonatas, the
peak demand was just over 28, in -- and other years were lucky to reach half that. The next
Sonata, also called a Sonata 2 in South Korea or the Sonica in Italy, began production in with
basically the same engine line-up, but much-improved style. The model, also known as the
Sonata 3 in South Korea, was born to be a true luxury-brand competitor, borrowing Jaguar and
Mercedes-Benz style for the front and rear ends, and setting the Sonata standard on elbow
room for the next 11 years. Under new management, Hyundai struck gold with the Sonata - and
dug out a few nuggets for its drivers. This is the model that started the EF series and the Sonata
legacy we know and love today, stuffed with all the trimmings of a luxury car for a lot less than
the typical arm and leg. The engines were at long last Hyundai-engineered, including 1.
Unfortunately the V6's automatic transmission had a defect in the speed sensors, but sales
volume picked up massively thanks to the improved quality and special year warranty. The
facelift kept the 2. Hyundai launched a major expansion and the NF series in , opening assembly
in the U. The Montgomery, Alabama, plant was built to handle five times the volume of its
Quebec predecessor, and it is kept pretty close to capacity with the latest models. The Sonata is
poised to become the first Korean car to become a top bestseller in the U. However, of the
fourth-generation Sonatas, the through models are most popular by far. Inspired by the Audi A6,
this Sonata was noticeably roomier with a modernized suspension that dramatically improved
control, ride, and handling. Available engines included the first Theta, a hp, 2. The facelift
improved the exterior and dash styling, plus a few nifty gadgets like satellite radio, Bluetooth,
and iPod connectivity got stuffed into the mix. In fact, the only significant change from the to
the model - aside from the slightly improved engines and exclusion of a V6 - is that the GLS and
SE trims now include formerly Limited features standard. The favorites for a used Sonata, by
far, are the fourth-generation models between and This is a new-to-you car with a sense of
pride, sporting competitive fuel-efficient engines, more room than you can shake an elbow at,
handy gadgets, luxurious style, and best-in-class reliability. Two independent tests found zero
defects after one year and 40, miles, and Consumer Reports called this generation one of the
most trouble-free cars of the time. The second year saw a shuffling of the trim levels to the
current format, including SE and Limited outfits. Initially, the 2. A five-speed manual was
standard GL only for and a four-speed automatic was optional with this engine. That year also
saw a few more standard features added to the SE and Limited trims, such as satellite radio,
Bluetooth, and iPod connectivity. The most notable changes are in the model - engine outputs
were increased to hp for the I4 and hp for the V6, and the interior was spiffed up with a new

dash and higher-quality materials. There were also two prominent additions to the features lists
- a standard auxiliary audio jack and an optional touchscreen navigation system. Beyond that,
the spacious cabin remained unchanged, and although the exterior had a few nips here and
tucks there, you will be hard-pressed to tell the difference between Sonatas of this generation.
The Sonata typically prioritizes ride comfort over precise handling, and the fourth generation is
no exception. It smothered bumps well and delivered a luscious highway ride, but with its
significant body roll and loose steering, it wasn't particularly fun to drive. Power from the
efficient four-cylinder engine was competitive, and although the V6 wasn't quite as potent as
those in rival sedans, it still got the job done while returning good fuel economy. Inside, soft,
high-quality plastics were plentiful, and the overall design was eye-pleasing. Pre Sonatas
remain a risky used-car proposition even though they are exceptionally affordable after
depreciation. Just remember, you get what you pay for -- only in recent years have we seen the
kind of build quality and structural integrity which can promise long-term durability.
Nevertheless, the previous third generation Hyundai Sonata was originally introduced for with a
vastly improved appearance, far better engines and significant improvements made in noise
and ride quality versus its lamentable predecessors. The base car featured a hp, 2. These
numbers may be different from what you might find elsewhere - Hyundai misstated its
horsepower ratings prior to , and 11 of their horses had wings and a horn. The
second-generation Sonata was introduced for and offered improved fit and finish compared to
its predecessor, but that's not saying much. It now had dual airbags, but no more power under
the hood. For instance, the V6 only produced 5 more horses than the four-cylinder. For , the
Sonata was restyled dramatically, but not necessarily for the better. Known issues include
frequent brake service, broken sun visors, faulty windshield washer pumps and a slow-shifting
automatic transmission. If the bumps in the road put an extra knock in your suspension, the
faulty strut-mount bushings can be retrofitted with a modern fix to correct that knock. Wanted to
know if anyone else has experienced issues like this. I have a Hyundai Sonata 3. It will crank but
not start. Checked fuses and relay all good. Put new fuel pump on it do I turn the key and all the
stuff comes on but car does not. Suddenly after some hrs or day Hyundai Sonata Model
Overview. About the Hyundai Sonata Available Now. Updated Jan 25, by Patricia Mayo. New
Hyundai Sonata. Used Hyundai Sonata Hyundai Sonata. Start a new Hyundai Sonata question.
Hyundai Sonata Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Select Year
Browse Questions. Favorite Favorite. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help
keep you safe. Everything went smoothly. Darrell was my salesman. He did a good job and did
not pressure me in any way. And I believe the gentleman in the finance department that I spoke
with name was Jonathan. I'm not sure because I didn't get his card and my hearing is not that
great especially through masks. But he was very pleasant and very professional. The
experience was pleasant, no high pressure sales. I was able to check out the car and test drive
it. I decided to buy the car 1 week later and Jay was helpful with all the necessary paperwork. I
would recommend this dealer. They contacted me within an hour of reaching out to them. They
followed up and even congratulated me when I found a truck somewhere else. Car gurus price
and prices listed on their website are different. These guys were quick and efficient. I got myself
a great car with a great history report. Everything was explained and I left out of there with my
car in 3 hours!! I thought it would take longer because of my credit, but they helped me out.
Would recommend. Thank you!!!! They had the van ready for me to test drive and there was no
pressure. Jaden did an awesome job! So, drove to the dealer to see the car. All I did was waste
my time. Glad wa extremely prompt and helpful. Purchased a vehicle from him within 2 days.
Would definitely recommend him. Will was excellent. After a weekend of dealing with pushy
salesman and unpleasant experiences at other dealerships, Will was a breath of fresh air. He
was very personable and patient. I would recommend this dealership to anyone looking for a
car! The best people to work with! Kaleb is a great no pressure salesman. I was able to take the
van home and got a diagnostic. And got a decent offer on my trade in.! The car was sold when I
contacted them, but they were very responsive and I would like to work with them if another
opportunity arises. To Whom it may concern: I am truly happy with my purchase. Everyone was
so helpful from the time I called, the test drive, to the paperwork, to me driving off the lot. One
awesome experience. Never responded to 2 emails. Only responded after a phone call and the
truck sold 3 hrs prior to my appointment. When I question them no response. Steve was
amazing! He gave me a virtual tour and answered every question I had. Truly a wonderful car
shopping experience. Thank you!!! For drivers with fine taste and a dainty budget, the Sonata
has long been the choice for affordable luxury. And keep your eyes peeled for the
much-acclaimed Hybrid Sonata, expected in late Standard features across the board include
iPod, satellite radio, and Bluetooth connectivity with steering-wheel-mounted audio controls,
Volvo-borrowed climate control, remote keyless entry, and even heated power mirrors. Beyond

intuitive, the spacious Sonata has just the right spots to put those things otherwise kicked
around on the floorboard and invites you to simply sit back and enjoy the ride. The engine is a
totally new and surprisingly efficient 2. Despite those numbers, this Sonata is one peppy
four-banger straight off the line, streaking down the quarter mile in just Of course, what would
be a sport edition without sporty style perks - the SE boasts a touch of chrome on the outside
and a bit of leather for your steering wheel and tranny knob on the inside. Last but certainly
most, the Limited goes the distance with trimmings like a full leather interior, heated front seats,
HD stereo with 6-CD changer, power sunroof, mirror-mounted turn signals and inch alloy rims.
Although none of the trims offer a V6 option, the SE and Limited can be upgraded to a hp
turbocharged 2. The GLS comes manual with the automatic as an option. Other Sonata drivers
call it a real head-turner, but not so great as a wheel-turner - handling is the biggest complaint
due to over-steering. Some drivers feel the transmission is periodically sluggish and sometimes
defective, but that seems to come from the early release Sonata, manufactured before July 2,
Since its inception in , the Sonata has consistently raised the bar on how much four-banger you
should get for your buck. Its historically jaw-dropping style and creature comforts more than
make up for what it may lack in the opinion of Mario Andretti or Dale Earnhardt, having won
design awards in both Australia and Japan. This is a model tailor-made for the tortoise -comfortable, beautiful, intelligent, and built to go the distance at a pace that allows its perks to
be fully appreciated. The Sonata was born in exclusively for the South Korean market. With a
body based on the Hyundai Stellar and an engine by Mitsubishi, it was little more than
Hyundai's first step toward engineering its own technology. The U. Before the facelift, the GL
had a 2. The release saw a significantly improved style strikingly similar to the Mazda of the
time, with a 2. Hyundai stopped production at its Quebec plant in late , leaving Sonata
production entirely up to South Korea until Sales were too low in North America to warrant
keeping it open with poor quality plaguing their reputation. Although the Quebec plant had the
capacity to produce , Sonatas, the peak demand was just over 28, in -- and other years were
lucky to reach half that. The next Sonata, also called a Sonata 2 in South Korea or the Sonica in
Italy, began production in with basically the same engine line-up, but much-improved style. The
model, also known as the Sonata 3 in South Korea, was born to be a true luxury-brand
competitor, borrowing Jaguar and Mercedes-Benz style for the front and rear ends, and setting
the Sonata standard on elbow room for the next 11 years. Under new management, Hyundai
struck gold with the Sonata - and dug out a few nuggets for its drivers. This is the model that
started the EF series and the Sonata legacy we know and love today, stuffed with all the
trimmings of a luxury car for a lot less than the typical arm and leg. The engines were at long
last Hyundai-engineered, including 1. Unfortunately the V6's automatic transmission had a
defect in the speed sensors, but sales volume picked up massively thanks to the improved
quality and special year warranty. The facelift kept the 2. Hyundai launched a major expansion
and the NF series in , opening assembly in the U. The Montgomery, Alabama, plant was built to
handle five times the volume of its Quebec predecessor, and it is kept pretty close to capacity
with the latest models. The Sonata is poised to become the first Korean car to become a top
bestseller in the U. However, of the fourth-generation Sonatas, the through models are most
popular by far. Inspired by the Audi A6, this Sonata was noticeably roomier with a modernized
suspension that dramatically improved control, ride, and handling. Available engines included
the first Theta, a hp, 2. The facelift improved the exterior and dash styling, plus a few nifty
gadgets like satellite radio, Bluetooth, and iPod connectivity got stuffed into the mix. In fact, the
only significant change from the to the model - aside from the slightly improved engines and
exclusion of a V6 - is that the GLS and SE trims now include formerly Limited features standard.
The favorites for a used Sonata, by far, are the fourth-generation models between and This is a
new-to-you car with a sense of pride, sporting competitive fuel-efficient engines, more room
than you can shake an elbow at, handy gadgets, luxurious style, and best-in-class reliability.
Two independent tests found zero defects after one year and 40, miles, and Consumer Reports
called this generation one of the most trouble-free cars of the time. The second year saw a
shuffling of the trim levels to the current format, including SE and Limited outfits. Initially, the 2.
A five-speed manual was standard GL only for and a four-speed automatic was optional with
this engine. That year also saw a few more standard features added to the SE and Limited trims,
such as satellite radio, Bluetooth, and iPod connectivity. The most notable changes are in the
model - engine outputs were increased to hp for the I4 and hp for the V6, and the interior was
spiffed up with a new dash and higher-quality materials. There were also two prominent
additions to the features lists - a standard auxiliary audio jack and an optional touchscreen
navigation system. Beyond that, the spacious cabin remained unchanged, and although the
exterior had a few nips here and tucks there, you will be hard-pressed to tell the difference
between Sonatas of this generation. The Sonata typically prioritizes ride comfort over precise

handling, and the fourth generation is no exception. It smothered bumps well and delivered a
luscious highway ride, but with its significant body roll and loose steering, it wasn't particularly
fun to drive. Power from the efficient four-cylinder engine was competitive, and although the V6
wasn't quite as potent as those in rival sedans, it still got the job done while returning good fuel
economy. Inside, soft, high-quality plastics were plentiful, and the overall design was
eye-pleasing. Pre Sonatas remain a risky used-car proposition even though they are
exceptionally affordable after depreciation. Just remember, you get what you pay for -- only in
recent years have we seen the kind of build quality and structural integrity which can promise
long-term durability. Nevertheless, the previous third generation Hyundai Sonata was originally
introduced for with a vastly improved appearance, far better engines and significant
improvements made in noise and ride quality versus its lamentable predecessors. The base car
featured a hp, 2. These numbers may be different from what you might find elsewhere - Hyundai
misstated its horsepower ratings prior to , and 11 of their horses had wings and a horn. The
second-generation Sonata was introduced for and offered improved fit and finish compared to
its predecessor, but that's not saying much. It now had dual airbags, but no more power under
the hood. For instance, the V6 only produced 5 more horses than the four-cylinder. For , the
Sonata was restyled dramatically, but not necessarily for the better. Known issues include
frequent brake service, broken sun visors, faulty windshield washer pumps and a slow-shifting
automatic transmission. If the bumps in the road put an extra knock in your suspension, the
faulty strut-mount bushings can be retrofitted with a modern fix to correct that knock. We'll help
you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll
provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. Used Hyundai Sonata for Sale Nationwide. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25
mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Hyundai Sonata listings in your area Search
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus
User. Request Information. Authorized Hyundai Dealer. Read more. In a shrinking car market,
the traditional sport sedan is increasingly rare. Designed and developed for people who prefer
on-pavement performance but need passenger and cargo practicality, only a hand. Affordable
and a great value, the Hyundai Sonata is roomy and safe, it comes with a killer warranty and
roadside-assistance plan, and it offers the latest technologies. Plus, you can get it in re. In
creating the latest version of its Sonata, Hyundai has rigorously checked every important box
on the long list of midsize family sedan requirements. Hyundai Sonata Reviews Review. Smooth
ride; beautifully clean interior; great sound system; great look. After my accident left my
Hyundai Sonata totaled, we ended up buying this , and it is better than the the way a newer year
car should be, while also being a great, overall car the way the was! The car was great from the
driving experience, all the safety features, the fuel economy, the stunning looks, and the best
part of all its power train warranty! Highly recommend this car to anyone and everyone. Tons of
features in this model. Among the Sonatas less-known benefits are a large Why Use CarGurus?
Hyundai dealers in Atlanta GA. Hyundai dealers in Chicago IL. Hyundai dealers in Dallas TX.
Hyundai dealers in Houston TX. Hyundai dealers in Los Angeles CA. Hyundai dealers in Miami
FL. Hyundai dealers in New York NY. Hyundai dealers in Philadelphia PA. Hyundai dealers in
Washington DC. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Drove 6
hrs to buy a suv got there drove the car made a offer and waited there 3 hrs to have them sell
the car out from under me. Unhelpful and dishonest. They will not give any information about
car and dealer fees and keep saying come into the dealership to find out more even if you are
hours away. Very secretive and that says - dishonest. I get daily e-mail from the dealer asking to
schedule a date to test drive a vehicle despite telling them I'm still on the fence about buying a
new car. Very good service from the salesperson. He was very attentive and always kept us in
the loop during the sales process. Excellent customer service, courtesy, and experience.
Salesperson, Cobey, met my needs while not being pushy at all. Just wish dealer had more
inventory, however this is not their fault. These guys are awesome they call me back we could
not get a deal done but they did show interest thanks guys. The dealer had so many dealer fees
that raised the price way higher than expected. Lure you in with a advertised price, then jack it
up thousands with dealer fees. Would never buy or recomend them! Kat was extremely pleasant
and helpful. I very much enjoyed my test driving experience a Don Franklin Automall. My
experience at Don Franklin was very good. Harley Carothers the salesman working me was very
professional and friendly. Josie was very informative and helpful regarding the vehicle that I

was looking at. Even after I told her that I was no longer interested she was very courteous. She
left me with a very favorable opinion of Gettel Honda. She was persistent without seeming like
she was being a pest. Amazing and wonderful people! Trevor helped us out and he was so open
to our questions and concerns, never felt pushed or rushed to buy the vehicle. Good experience
and better pricing then I could find anywhere else nationwide. Very pleased with my purchase
and negotiating with Ourisman, highly recommend this dealer to others. Sold vehicle. While
They made an appointment for me to come. I told them I was coming and was approved already.
Does not ship cars to Wisconsin. Their advertising says they have easy online buying options,
but I was told they would not ship to me. They only work within a 50 mile radius. After being
harassed for a couple of days by this salesperson, I used their "Unsuscribe". They continued
harassment and when request to stop they sent personally insulting response. I finally blocked
them. They called me when I was on may way to see and test drive the car that it had sold. Amy,
the sales rep contacted me immediately when I expressed interest, and was very prompt and
polite when responding to all my questions. I appreciated that she applied no sales pressure,
but took more of a role to answer my questions and make my experience smooth and
professional. Misleading advertised prices. Advertised price includes rebates you may not even
qualify for. I purchased the same car from another dealer that did not use misleading
advertising. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide
on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After
all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in
their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride,
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sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search
results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color,
engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent
price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. New Hyundai
Sonata for Sale Nationwide. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi
Nationwide. Find Hyundai Sonata listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Lowest price first. CarGurus User. Authorized
Hyundai Dealer. Why Use CarGurus? Hyundai dealers in Atlanta GA. Hyundai dealers in
Chicago IL. Hyundai dealers in Dallas TX. Hyundai dealers in Houston TX. Hyundai dealers in
Los Angeles CA. Hyundai dealers in Miami FL. Hyundai dealers in New York NY. Hyundai
dealers in Philadelphia PA. Hyundai dealers in Washington DC. Hyundai Sonata For Sale.

